
The First National Bank of 

Porto Rico at San Juan 

At first blush, The First National Bank of Porto Rico at San Juan organized in 1903 with its modest 

$100,000 circulation has the look of possessing all the romance we national bank note collectors love to 

project onto our favorite banks. That is, a home-grown institution on the cutting edge of some frontier; in 

this case, our newly liberated far-flung Caribbean outpost. In this vision the bank undoubtedly was managed 

by men in white tropical suits working under slowly revolving ceiling fans, who routinely wore Panama 

Hats when they ventured out onto streets populated by indigenous men driving donkey carts. 

Nothing could be further from the truth. Maybe the bankers wore Panama hats, but the fantasy stops 

there. In fact, the bank was the wholly owned appendage of a slightly older much larger bank, the American 

Colonial Bank of San Juan, which in turn was the linchpin American-owned financial institution in an 

interlocking web of sugar corporations desiring to feast on the newly acquired possession. The American 

Colonial Bank was the first American bank in Puerto Rico, and was organized and owned by New York 

venture capitalists. Their primary object was vertical integration of all things sugar on the island as they 

solidified monopoly control over the production of sugar and turned that pursuit into an industrial behemoth 
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Figure 1. Note from the first shipment of 10-10-10-20 sheets sent to The First National Bank of 

Porto Rico, hand signed by president S. O=Donnell and cashier F. M. Welty. Photo courtesy of 

Andrew Shiva. 
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second in size only to the Standard Oil Trust. 

The First National Bank of Porto Rico served as their local commercial bank, which provided 

another avenue for their financial penetration of the economic fabric of Puerto Rico. It could be used to 

further their primary sugar interests as well as reap other bounty they anticipated from their exploitation of 

Puerto Rico. 

San Juan was not some backwater outpost. It was settled in 1509 and initially was the most 

important port in the new world and served as a major port ever since. In 1903 it was a mature cosmopolitan 

city, the largest on Puerto Rico, with a rich cultural and historic heritage and its own wealthy elite. 

The First National Bank of Porto Rico owed its origin to the convergence of three trends: (1) the 

heady imperial objectives of the United States at the end of the 19th century, (2) vertical integration of the 

Sugar Trust throughout the Caribbean and beyond, and (3) the rise of industries controlled not by corporate 

heads versed in their products but rather by capitalists in the form of investment bankers who financed and 

orchestrated those ventures. The capitalists resided far away in mainland seats of power such as New York, 

and never laid eyes on their facilities in Puerto Rico. We’ll examine this confluence in broad strokes. 

Most of the local management of The First National Bank consisted of people brought in from the 

mainland. Their presence on the board caused a year delay in getting the bank chartered because they had 

to stay on the island for that period to satisfy the one-year residency requirement. 

The fact is, The First National Bank of Porto Rico was successful and profitable, but it only lasted 

until 1911. By then, it had become apparent that its commercial banking functions could just as easily be 

handled by the mother American Colonial Bank across the street without burdensome Federal oversight, so 

it was liquidated and its business folded into the parent. 

Maturation of American Imperialism 

The Bureau of the Census reported in 1895 that the American frontier was closed; that is, that 

Americans had explored and colonized all the land in the contiguous United States (Porter and others, 

1895). The implications were profound. There were no more vast tracts of free land up for grabs. 

By the early 1800s, our emerging culture elevated the conquest of the west to a birthright under a 

doctrine called manifest destiny (O’Sullivan, 1845). The western lands were viewed as a gift open to hard 

working people willing to secure them with their labor. By this time in American history white Americans 

in their quest for “free” land had shredded the Bill of Rights as it pertained to indigenous peoples and were 

reaping the bounty of occupying lands formerly owned by the natives who were displaced and largely 

annihilated. 

The expansionists burnished over their conquests of native peoples because the opportunity to 

acquire new land that Providence was providing to them was also obligating them to bestow the benefits of 

civilization, Christianity and liberty on the savage heathens they were overrunning. 

It was an easy leap to extend the vision of manifest destiny to imperial aspirations. The purchase 

of Alaska in 1867 had laid the foundation for the idea of acquiring far flung colonies, but the movement 

took on urgency in the 1890s. Rear Admiral Alfred Thayer Mahan, an eminently influential U.S. Navy 

geostrategist and historian, championed U.S. overseas imperialism by pointing out that successful 

projection of U.S. sea power required the acquisition of defensive bases and naval coaling stations in the 

Caribbean and Pacific. Publication of his ideas in 1890 coincided with a major shipbuilding program to 

vault the United States into third place among the naval powers. 

Imperial economic interest in the tropical islands, including Cuba, Puerto Rico, the Dominican 

Republic, Hawaii and the Philippines, was driven not by the quaint visions of pioneers forging their way 

forward in covered wagons carrying axes and plows as part of their luggage, but rather by capital intensive 

industrialized production of specific tropical crops being grown in those places where governments were 

unstable and thus posed a high risk to investment. Sugar would prove to be king, but tobacco, coffee, tea 

and fruits such as bananas and pineapples were also major considerations. 

There is irony in this list of products. American imperial entrepreneurs had learned their lesson 

well from the British, particularly from the British West Indies Corporation. The most lucrative 

commodities to engage in were those that were highly addictive, cheap to produce locally in raw form and 

readily moved to the motherland for finishing so value-added wealth could not be taxed at the point of 
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origin. Opium production in China was the model for addictive 

substances, whereas the manufacture of cloth epitomized the 

value-added dimension because the cotton was grown and shipped 

from India, transformed into cloth in mills in England, and the cloth 

shipped back to markets in India. 

Sugar, coffee and tea were among America’s great 

addictions. Let’s focus on sugar. Cheap, readily available sugar 

quickly saturated the American food industry within the first 

decades of the 19th century. The colonial islands were transformed 

into cane fields, the cane was milled into raw sugar there, the raw 

sugar was transported to industrial facilities in the United States 

where it was processed into refined sugar and marketed. Cheap 

native labor on the islands toiled to see the major value-added 

percentage of their product accrue to the mainland manufacturing 

and distribution parts of the chain. 

The Sugar Trust was forged on the mainland during the 

1890s as modern capitalist restructuring took hold in the form of 

horizontal corporate integration of entire industries. Control was 

monopolized by an amalgam of corporations welded together 

through interlocking ownership (Ayala, 1994). This had been 

accomplished internally within the sugar industry through fierce 

competition, mergers and buyouts along the lines of Rockefeller’s 

Standard Oil model. The key players were Henry O. Havemeyer 

president of American Sugar Refining Company, whose best-

known brand was Domino, and James Howell Post president of the 

National Sugar Refinery (Ayala (1999, p. 41-43). 

However, the growing and processing of sugar was 

scattered throughout the Caribbean and Pacific in large numbers 

of plantations and processing facilities, mostly on islands governed by Spain. These were largely feudal 

enterprises and the political environments there were increasingly unstable. 

Significantly, during the late 1880s, American bankers marshaled the accumulation of money used 

to fund the integration of the refined sugar interests, so bankers increasingly occupied key positions on the 

boards of these corporations. Ownership and power gradually began to transfer to this emerging class of 

investment bankers (Ayala, 1994), a process that was beginning when Puerto Rico came under American 

control. 

If the sources of supply could be stabilized, the sugar trust could vertically integrate not only the 

source of supply but also intermediate raw sugar processing. In an island such as Puerto Rico, this would 

require construction of infrastructure including roads, railroads, electric power generating capacity, 

shipping capacity, each of which also provided opportunities for interlocking corporate control and profit. 

Upgrading the infrastructure would benefit the indigenous population. Investment bankers would play a 

significant role by providing the money required for the enterprise. 

Extension of the concept of manifest destiny into an imperial context was driven by a sense of lost 

opportunity on the part of the American public over the closing of the frontier as well as Federal interest in 

the strategic military advantages inherent in owning possessions and growing institutional interest in 

economic imperialism by the moneyed elite. There were great financial incentives for corporations to favor 

imperial conquest, so they aggressively agitated for it politically. Corporations desired the social and 

political stability that imperialism could provide as well as tax and tariff concessions that undoubtedly 

would attend it. 

However, the United States faced the problem that the available global real estate already had been 

carved up by the European powers. Spain happened to own most of the islands that we coveted. Her power 

and wealth were seriously dissipated, her mainland South and Central American colonies long lost to 

Figure 2. Rear Admiral Alfred Thayer 

Mahan, a naval strategist, wrote a 

compelling analysis that supported 

the acquisition of Caribbean and 

Pacific islands in order to successfully 

project American=s naval sword. His 

ideas were used by expansionists to 

agitate for American imperialism. 

Wikipedia photo. 
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independence movements, and her morale sapped by 

fighting the strengthening Cuban insurgency. Consequently, 

we adopted a time-honored European approach to expanding 

our colonial holdings: simply take them from an existing 

weak colonial rival. 

We instigated the Spanish-American War of 1898 

largely using the lofty pretext of liberating Cubans from an 

oppressive overlord. Our troops were not sent to Spain, but 

rather to Cuba, the Philippines and Puerto Rico, her 

vulnerable weakly defended possessions. U.S. General 

Nelson A. Miles invaded Puerto Rico on July 25, 1898, by 

landing 3,000 troops at Guanica on the southern coast. Many 

Puerto Ricans welcomed their arrival as liberators and 

bearers of the American ideals of individual freedom and 

liberty, political democracy and economic progress. 

The treaty ending the Spanish-American War was 

signed December 10, 1898, and ratified by the Senate 

February 6, 1899. The United States acquired Puerto Rico 

as part of the settlement, as well as Cuba, the Philippines 

and Guam. In fact, as a result of the war, the United States 

grabbed so much in the way of territorial possessions we felt 

a bit guilty, so as part of the peace treaty, we paid Spain a 

consideration of $20,000,000 to level the table. 

Figure 4. Republican President William 

McKinley presided over the launch of 

America’s golden era of colonial conquest 

with the annexation of Hawaii and the bounty 

of the Spanish-American War that yielded 

Puerto Rico. 
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In the meantime, intertwined American missionary and sugar interests, which had gained control 

of the land and economy of the Hawaiian Islands, overthrew the Hawaiian Monarchy in 1893 and 

established the Republic of Hawaii. They then petitioned Congress to annex it, a feat accomplished in the 

midst of the Spanish-American War when President McKinley signed the Congressional resolution 

allowing for the annexation of Hawaii on July 7, 1898. 

With Hawaii, Wake, Guam and the Philippines, the United States now possessed a string of naval 

coaling stations that marched across the Pacific to our concession in Shanghai. Puerto Rico and Cuba tied 

up the Caribbean for us, and served as an umbrella over our future construction of the Panama Canal. 

The door was flung wide open for the exploitation of Puerto Rico. There was a problem with the 

place though. Puerto Rico was populated mostly by Spanish-speaking very poor people of color, most of 

them Catholics and with little education. Although the island was strategic and its resources attractive, 

conservatives in Congress were apprehensive about the prospect of potentially admitting such populations 

to statehood. 

Puerto Rican Governance 

Puerto Rico was governed by a succession of three military governors from October 1898 to May 

1900. Major General John R. Brooke, the first military governor, ordered that henceforth the spelling of 

Puerto Rico would be Americanized to Porto Rico. This was used as the official spelling until 1932 (Dietz, 

1986, p. 85). 

The first organic act establishing a civilian government was passed by Congress and signed into 

law by President McKinley on April 12, 1900. It was called the Foraker Act, after Ohio Republican Senator 

Joseph B. Foraker who sponsored it. Its primary author was Secretary of War Elihu Root. The act replaced 

military rule with a civilian government but affirmed the colonial status of Puerto Rico and endowed Puerto 

Ricans with Puerto Rican citizenship, an ambiguous designation on the international stage. 

The provisions in the Foraker Act tilted advantage to the North Americans. Key officials were 

appointed by the War Department and President with approval of the Congress. The principal decision-

Figure 5. Ohio Republican Senator Joseph B. Foraker (left) sponsored the organic act that affirmed the political 

status of Puerto Rico as a colony. The primary author of the act was Secretary of War Elihu Root (right). The 

act threw open the door for Puerto Rico to be exploited by sugar interests. Wikipedia photos. 
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making body consisted of an 11-member Executive Council appointed by the President with Puerto Ricans 

in the minority that functioned as a cabinet to the governor. A house of delegates was established but the 

governor had veto power over its decisions and Congress had veto power over its legislation. Tariffs were 

the discretion of the U.S. Congress and shipping to and from the island was required to be carried on U.S. 

flagged vessels. 

Dietz (1986, p. 90) unequivocally concluded: “The local economy was left defenseless against the 

inflow of U.S. products and capital—which, in fact, was precisely what the Foraker Act intended.” 

The U.S. Supreme Court in 1901 ruled that Puerto Rico was a “non-incorporated territory” and that 

the provisions and protections of the Constitution did not automatically apply to its citizens. This solidified 

its status as a colony. 

The Jones Act passed in 1917 during Woodrow Wilson’s presidency marginally liberalized things 

but continued to affirm Puerto Rico’s colonial status. That act, named for Representative William Atkinson 

Jones, (D-Virginia), chair of the House Committee on Insular Affairs, created a bicameral elective 

legislature. Males over 21 were granted suffrage. Key executive officials including the governor were still 

appointed by the U.S. President, and the governor could veto acts of the legislature although he could be 

overridden by a two-thirds vote of both houses. Puerto Ricans were conveniently granted U.S. citizenship 

just in time for 20,000 of them to be drafted into World War I. 

The Sugar Economy 

Sugar quickly rocketed to the predominant export crop and largest sector of the economy after the 

U.S. invasion. The 1930 production of sugar was more than ten times what it had been in 1900 (Dietz, 1986, 

p. 104). Most of it was exported in raw form to U.S. mainland refineries. 

During the same period the total number of acres devoted to sugar production in Puerto Rico 

doubled, the acres owned by or controlled by U.S. corporations increased dramatically at the expense of 

indigenous ownership, and the processing plants increasingly came under U.S. corporate control. 

Early on land was predominantly acquired by the U.S. sugar companies through outright purchases 

using mainland capital made more valuable by devaluation of Puerto Rican currency against the dollar. 

U.S. banks facilitated the concentration of land under U.S. corporate domination by loaning, often at usury 

rates of 9 to 12 percent, to indigenous growers who collateralized their loans by mortgaging their property. 

Growers who could not repay either sold to the sugar companies to pay off these debts or the banks 

foreclosed on their land and sold it to the companies. Of course, the insidious aspect of this was that the 

banks and sugar corporations had interlocking ownership backed by mainland capital. 

American Colonial Bank 

In order to understand how The First National Bank of Porto Rico fit in to the Puerto Rican mosaic, 

it is necessary to profile its parent, the American Colonial Bank in San Juan. 

Bankers saw opportunity in establishing banks in the lands ceded by Spain. The first American- 

owned bank established on Puerto Rico was the American Colonial Bank, which was organized with 

$400,000 gold in April 1899 under West Virginia banking law by Muller, Schall & Co., a New York 

investment banking firm located at 45 William Street in partnership with the Cuban-American Bank owned 

by Juan M. Ceballos (Dana, 1918). 

The board of American Colonial was dominated by New York venture capitalists and mainland 

sugar magnates. For example, Muller, Schall & Co. helped capitalized numerous sugar enterprises besides 

the American Colonial Bank including South Porto Rico Sugar Company, which operated Guanica Central, 

the largest mill on Puerto Rico (Ayala, 1994, p. 210). 

Juan Ceballos, a Cuban capitalist with diverse multinational interests, cut a wide figure across the 

Caribbean and Mexico. He invested in league with New York capitalists in sugar production, shipping, 

refining and brewing and served on innumerable corporate boards (Hart, 2002, p. 93). 

Another notable director was sugar magnate James Howell Post, president and director of the 

National Sugar Refining Company in New Jersey, who also served on the boards of numerous sugar and 

sugar related companies throughout the Caribbean and Hawaii. To name just a few, in time Post was on the 

boards of Holly Sugar Corporation, American Hawaiian Steamship Company and National City Bank of 

New York. National City Bank also was seriously involved in sugar and a major competitor to American 
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Colonial Bank on Puerto Rico (Ayala, 1994, p. 

203, 208). 

At the outset, William Schall was 

installed as president, and E. L. Arnold cashier 

of American Colonial Bank. Arnold formerly 

was the vice president of The Citizens National 

Bank of New Philadelphia, Ohio, and he 

eventually became the president of The First 

National Bank of Porto Rico during the 1908-

1910 era. 

American Colonial was the depository 

for the insular government of Puerto Rico, and 

in 1900 was named the U.S. depository for 

Puerto Rico. As such, it was considered the 

official bank of the island by the banking 

community (Chicago Banker, 1900, p. 325-326). 

By 1910, American Colonial was the largest 

bank in Puerto Rico and William Schall Jr. of 

Muller, Schall & Co. had become its president. 

The directors of American Colonial 

Bank desired to establish a national bank in San 

Juan as quickly as possible after American 

Colonial was up and running to further their 

interests, especially to serve as another U.S. 

depository because there was considerable 

Federal money required for the administration of 

the military occupation. 

Before granting a charter for their 

proposed national bank, then current 

Comptroller of the Currency William B. Ridgely 

requested an opinion from the U.S. Attorney 

General about the legality of chartering national 

banks in the former Spanish possessions. 

Ridgely (1902, p. 52-53) wrote the 

following pertaining to Puerto Rico in his annual 

report, which provides insights into the origin of 

this most interesting bank. 
Subsequent to the passage of the act 

extending the laws of the United States over 

Porto Rico applications have been filed for authority to organize national banking associations at San Juan, 

P. R., and other places in the island. The question of authority for the organization of national banks in 

Porto Rico was submitted to the Attorney-General, who, under date of June, 1900, stated: 

By letter of May 24 you [Secretary of the Treasury] advised me that the Comptroller of 

the Currency is receiving applications for the granting of national-bank charters in the island of 

Porto Rico, and you request my opinion as to whether or not the national banking laws of the 

United States are now applicable to that island. 

By the Paris treaty between the United States and Spain, Porto Rico was ceded to the 

United States and became subject to the jurisdiction of this Government. Before the ratification 

of the treaty of Paris the island had been in the occupation of the military forces of the United 

States, and the government of the same was carried on under the law of belligerent right by 

means of the military forces, under the direction of the President of the United States. This 

Figure 6. American Colonial Bank owned The First 

National Bank of Porto Rico. The American Colonial 

building shown is still standing at the corner of Calle 

Recinto Sur (on right) and Calle San Justo. The Federal 

Court House, which post-dates this photo, is across the 

street to the right. The bank was founded in 1899 and by 

1910 was the largest bank in Puerto Rico. Restaurante 

Triana currently occupies the former quarters of the 

bank complete with the vault door with the name of the 

bank preserved on it. Jose Rogriguez photo. 
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condition continued after the ratification of the treaty of peace until Congress, exercising the 

power to dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations respecting the territory belonging 

to the United States, passed the act entitled “An act temporarily to provide revenues and a civil 

government for Porto Rico, and for other purposes,” approved April 12, 1900. This act took 

effect on the 1st day of May, 1900. 

Section 14 of said act is as follows: 

“That the statutory laws of the United States not locally inapplicable, except as 

hereinbefore or hereinafter otherwise provided, shall have the same force and effect in Porto 

Rico as in the United States, except the internal-revenue laws, which in view of the provisions 

of section 3, shall not have force and effect in Porto Rico.” 

By virtue of this provision, a broad extension of all the statutory laws of the United States, 

not locally inapplicable, is made to the island of Porto Rico, the only exception being the 

internal-revenue laws, which are excepted by name, and such other laws as are in the said act, 

otherwise provided. This language is broad enough to extend to Porto Rico the laws relating to 

the organization and powers of national banks, unless there be in such laws something 

indicating that they are locally inapplicable to Porto Rico, or that they are so locally applicable 

to some other place or places of specific character as to make them practically inapplicable 

locally to Porto Rico. An examination of the various sections of the Revised Statutes and 

subsequent acts of Congress relative to national banks discloses no provisions which are locally 

inapplicable to Porto Rico. There seems to be in the structure of the national banking laws no 

general provisions which can not be carried into force and effect in Porto Rico equally with all 

of the various States and Territories to which the laws were originally applied. I can find no 

reason to hold that the statutes relative to the organization and powers of national banks have 

not, by section 14 of the Porto Rican act, above referred to, been extended to that island. The 

language of that section is broad enough, and in my opinion does authorize the organization 

and carrying on of national banks in Porto Rico. 

As citizens of Porto Rico are not characterized as citizens of the United States by Congressional enactment, 

the position was taken that to effect the organization of a national bank would require at least five of the 

Figure 7. We are standing in Calle Recinto Sur with The First National Bank on the left and American Colonial 

Bank on the right, which is undergoing renovations in 1910. The sign for The First National Bank is across the 

second story window two in from Calle San Justo. The large paved square in front of The First National Bank 

is Plaza Francia. Jose Rogriguez photo. 
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shareholders, to be elected as directors, to be citizens of the 

United States, and that at least three-fourths of the number, 

residents of the island for at least one year prior to their election 

and during their continuance in office. Pending the existence of 

conditions which would enable this provision of the law to be 

complied with, certain citizens of the United States organized The 

American Colonial Bank, under authority of a charter obtained 

from the State of West Virginia, which institution has been in 

operation for some time. The application for authority to organize 

The First National Bank of Porto Rico at San Juan, by those 

interested in the bank named, was renewed from time to time, 

until in the early part of November, 1902 it was possible to 

comply with the conditions precedent to the organization of the 

association. The bank was chartered on November 10, with 

capital of $100,000, and a board of directors elected, who are 

citizens of the United States, and the requisite proportion 

residents also of the island. It is understood to be the intention of 

the organizers to gradually liquidate The American Colonial 

Bank and transfer its business to The First National Bank of Porto 

Rico, and to increase the capital stock as conditions demand. 

Things worked out just the opposite of Ridgely’s vision, 

because The First National Bank eventually transferred its 

business to American Colonial! Eventually National City Bank 

of New York bought American Colonial in 1930 (Dietz, 1986, p. 

126). Then National City almost collapsed when European sugar 

beet production recovered after World War I, which drove sugar 

prices down, causing its long-serving chairman James Stillman 

to resign (Alaya, 1994, p. 209). 

The First National Bank 

The First National Bank of Porto Rico at San Juan was organized October 27, 1902, granted charter 

6484 November 10th, and opened January 5, 1903. It was the only bank to perfect an organization in Puerto 

Rico during the note issuing period, or in any of the other acquired Spanish lands for that matter. 

The initial slate of stockholders in the bank was the following (Comptroller of the Currency, 

undated): 
Shares Name Address Occupation 
10 E. L. Arnold New York City banker 
10 A. Crosas San Juan merchant 
10 O. E. Schnitzpahn San Juan cashier 
10 S. M. Woodson San Juan merchant 
10 F. M. Welty San Juan cashier 
950 American Colonial Bank San Juan bank 

Clearly, The First National Bank was a wholly-owned subsidiary of American Colonial Bank with the non-

institutional owners simply holding sufficient shares to qualify as directors. S. O=Donnell was elected the 

first president along with F. M. Welty as cashier. 

Andres Crosas was the most influential Puerto Rican on the board. Eventually he was installed as 

president in 1911 and presided over the bank as its affairs were wound up and its business folded into 

American Colonial. 

Crosas, a self-proclaimed merchant, was a well-connected civic leader and capitalist, a Democrat, 

and a pro-annexation advocate (Costa, 2007). He had been appointed by President McKinley to Puerto 

Rico’s Executive Committee in 1900 at the time the civilian government was established and served in that 

capacity until he resigned in 1907. During this period, he was director of health, charities and corrections 

for the Puerto Rican Beneficence Board. 

Frank M. Welty was a rising star who rose to vice president of American Colonial Bank. When 

Figure 8. William B. Ridgely was 

Comptroller of the Currency from 

1901 to 1908. He devoted considerable 

attention to the legality of chartering 

national banks in Puerto Rico in his 

1902 annual report to Congress. Photo 

from Kane (1922). 
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Müller, Schall & Co., founders of American Colonial Bank, liquidated in January 1918, to reorganize as 

William Schall & Co, the two original partners, William Schall and Carl Müller, were joined by others 

including Welty (Dana, 1918). 

The First National Bank was located in what is now called Old 

San Juan. The bank occupied quarters on the second floor of the Banco 

Territorial y Agricola building. It faced south toward a setback called 

Plaza Francia on the north side of Calle del Recinto Sur. The First 

National=s parent, the American Colonial Bank, was across Calle de 

San Justo immediately to the east. 

The American Colonial Building faces the younger Federal 

Court House building, which is on the south side of Calle del Recinto 

Sur. The American Colonial Bank building still stands; however, the 

Banco Territorial y Agricola building was razed in the 1940s and 

replaced by the Banco Popular building. The Banco Popular building 

consumed both the space occupied by the Banco Territorial y Agricola 

building and much of 

Plaza Francia. 

The National 

City Bank of New York 

built new quarters on the 

corner to the west of the 

Banco Popular building 

years after it purchased 

American Colonial and 

Figure 9. This 1911 photo is looking north. The First National Bank occupied quarters in the Banco Territorial 

y Agricola building, which faces Plaza Francia. Plaza Francia is the paved area in front of the building with 

Calle de San Justo on the east side. Notice “First National Bank” on the placard above the second window in 

from the right. This building and much of Plaza Francia were replaced by the Banco Popular building in the 

1940s. Jose Rogriguez photo. 

Figure 10. Andres Crosas was a prominent 

civic leader and politically well-connected 

Puerto Rican capitalist who served as 

president of The First National Bank of Porto 

Rico in 1911. He was appointed to the Puerto 

Rican Executive Committee by President 

William McKinley in 1901 and served until 

1907. Photo from Costa (2007, p 61). 
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long after The First National Bank was gone. 

When you go to San Juan, you can dine at Restaurante Triana, which occupies the former quarters 

of the American Colonial Bank complete with vault door with the name of that bank on it.. 

Porto Rico National Bank Notes 

Porto Rico national bank notes are among the most highly prized of all nationals because only the 

San Juan bank issued them, and only in modest quantities. Fourteen are now reported, thirteen Series of 

1902 red seals and one $10 date back. The red seals consist of eight $10s, two each of the $20s and $50s 

and one $100. This rate of survival is unusually high for a bank having a $100,000 circulation from the 

1902-1911 era. 

Table 1. Statistics pertaining to The First National Bank of Porto Rico at San Juan 
(6484) and its national bank note issues. 

Serial numbers shown are bank sheet serial numbers. Data from Comptroller of the Currency 
(1863-1935) and Comptroller of the Currency (1903-1911). 

First National Bank organized: Oct 27, 1902 
First National Bank chartered: Nov 10, 1902 

2% bonds purchased to secure circulation: 
Nov 10, 1902 $50,000 
Jan 11, 1903 $50,000 

$100,000 

Year President Cashier Circulation Resources 
1903 S. O=Donnell F. M. Welty 100,000 313,279 
1904 S. O=Donnell F. M. Welty 100,000 439,318 
1905 S. O=Donnell F. M. Welty 100,000 460,497 

1906 S. O=Donnell F. M. Welty 100,000 482276 
1907 --- F. M. Welty 100,000 463,971 
1908 E. L. Arnold F. M. Welty 100,000 477,327 
1909 E. L. Arnold Wm B. Hamilton 100,000 509,097 
1910 E. L. Arnold O. E. Schnitzspahn 100,000 528,566 
1911 Andres Crosas O. E. Schnitzspahn 100,000 360,223 

Printings received by the Comptroller: 
1902 red seals 

10-10-10-20 
Dec 20, 1902 1-500 A416413-A416912 
Jan 19, 1903 501-1200 A439215-A439914 
Nov 16, 1903 1201-1600 B356421-B356820 
Apr 21, 1906 1601-2000 N836948-N837347 
Oct 20, 1908 2001-2400 Y421046-Y421445 

50-100 
Dec 17, 1902 1-240 A13843-A14082 
Jan 17, 1903 241-340 A14203-A14302 
Nov 20, 1904 341-540 A59060-A59259 
Apr 23, 1906 541-807 A264333-A264599 
Oct 20, 1908 808-847 A424642-A424681 

1902 date backs 
10-10-10-20 

Jan 30, 1909 1-1200 H464899-H466098 
Jun 3, 1911 1201-2200 not recorded 

50-100 
Feb 3, 1909 1-200 A169341-A169540 

First 1902 red seals shipped to bank: 
Dec 17, 1902 50-100 1-200 
Dec 20, 1902 10-10-10-20 1-400 
Jan 23, 1903 10-10-10-20 401-1100 
Jan 23, 1903 50-100 201-300 
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First redemptions logged in: notes 
Jul 23, 1903 

$10 30 
$20 10 

Oct 2, 1903 
$50 6 
$100 6 

Last 1902 red seals and first date backs shipped to bank: 
Jul 19, 1909 10-10-10-20 2400 & 1 
Sep 20, 1910 50-100 847 & 1 

Last 1902 date backs shipped to bank: 
May 29, 1911 50-100 22 
Sep 14, 1911 10-10-10-20 1019 

Bankers vote to voluntarily liquidate:  Sep 8, 1911 

Notice of liquidation received by Comptroller: Oct 14, 1911 

Unissued 1902 date backs canceled: 
Nov 21, 1911 10-10-10-20 1020-2200 

50-100 23-200 

Bonds sold:  Dec 4, 1911 

The note illustrated here is the newest addition to the census and is, in my opinion, one of the nicest 

of the lot. I am drawn to it because it has excellent grade, it is from the first shipment of 400 sheets of 10-

10-10-20s sent to the bank on December 20, 1902, it has excellent penned signatures of the first pair of 

bank officers and it is undoctored. 

The title and location provided by the bankers was The First National Bank of Porto Rico at San 

Juan, Island of Porto Rico. They used the Americanized spelling for Puerto Rico, which had been mandated 

by the time they organized, and they specified the location of San Juan as being on the Island of Porto Rico, 

as revealed by the organization report. Notice that someone inadvertently omitted “at” from the bank title 

on the Organization Report whereas it is included on the charter. 

The Big Picture 

It is difficult for a hometown national bank note romantic to acknowledge that one of his favorite 

banks was but a cog in a far larger corporate enterprise and a minor one at that. There is more charm in 

thinking that our notes represent the fruits of what has been euphemistically but often inaccurately labeled 

home-grown main street banking by our peers. The concept of locally owned unit banks serving small 

geographic areas may have been an initial objective behind national banking when it was established in 

1863, but this objective failed to account for the creativity of humans to circumvent the intent of the law to 

gain power and advantage. 

First came chain banking where one interest owned several seemingly independent banks, then 

came bank holding companies that owned several banks, and by the turn of the 20th century there were 

complex corporate structures welded by interlocking ownership that possessed banks as one part of their 

overall business such as the one under consideration. Next would come branch banking, first on a state 

level, then a national level. The ingenuity of capitalists to invent ever more complex corporate structures 

following the Civil War outpaced the ability of Federal regulators to stay ahead of the game. 

Big mainland money moved into Puerto Rico after the U.S. invasion in 1898, most of it to develop 

and exploit sugar production. Mainland control was maintained over the Puerto Rican government by the 

politicians and over the island’s capital by mainland venture capitalists working in harmony. The 

exploitation of the colony was loaded in favor of powerful mainland financial interests through the 

provisions of the Foraker Act of 1901, which defined and constrained the civilian government. 

Outside capital flooded into the colony after the invasion and the capitalists established the 

American Colonial Bank in 1899. The directors of that bank launched The First National Bank of Porto 
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Rico as soon as directors they brought in from the mainland met the one-year residency requirement of 

national banking law. The First National Bank was designed to be their commercial banking appendage. 

The First National Bank was a successful enterprise, but it was heavily regulated so it had to be 

operated conservatively. National banks were designed primarily to make short term commercial loans to 

local businesses. They were excluded from real estate loans. 

The big action in Puerto Rico was in land and the mainland sugar corporations that were penetrating 

the economy were primarily interested in land as they vertically integrated the sugar industry. Also, their 

corporate reach extended far beyond San Juan to the entire Caribbean. In reality, The First National Bank 

was a small potatoes operation for the sugar interests that owned it. 

American Colonial Bank operated under a far less restrictive West Virginia charter and could 

engage in land as well as far flung enterprises. In comparison the rate of return from The First National 

Bank was not what these men were used to. Money is a very fluid commodity in the hands of these types 

and they saw that American Colonial readily could handle the business held by The First National. It was 

only a matter of time before they phased out The First National and folded its business into American 

Colonial. 

This was accomplished with the liquidation of The First National in 1911. By then the hot money 

was gone in the pursuit of more lucrative opportunities elsewhere. The talented mainland officers from The 

First National were bounced up the chain into positions in American Colonial Bank and Schall, Muller & 

Co. 

It is an important historical fact that no other national banks were organized in the former Spanish 

lands, not Cuba, the Philippines or Guam. The reason was that such banks simply were not flexible enough 

to meet the needs of the heady colonial banking environment. 
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